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Preface
Honored customers, welcome to choose the product of our company----CBS
series Electrolyte Analyzer. CBS Electrolyte Analyzer is a powerful tool designed
to help you quickly, accurately and efficiently conduct basic electrolyte testing in
the convenience of your own laboratory. In order that our product becomes a
good help to your work, please read the following content:
1. Please read the instruction carefully before you use the instrument.
2. Cooperate with our technical assistant who install and explain, have a good
command of the operation and maintenance overall.
3. The instrument must be in charged of the professional to uphold and take notes,
cooperate with the sale-service of our company.
4. This instruction could apply with other instruments of CBS series.
5. Please order the consumptions and fittings one month in advance (see the additional
chart if you want to know the kinds of consumption. prices and fittings condition), be
sure not to use consumptions of other companies, some of the chemistry
components will quicken damage the instrument and sensor, then it will loss a lot.-
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Important Information!
1. This manual contains the user must comply with the warnings and safety information
2. This analyzer should only apply to the manual described field, and manual detailed
descript the prerequisite of the application, operation, and safety.
3. If the operation not follow the regulation of operation or not comply with the
necessary conditions and security fields, we couldn’t guarantee the shelf life and
safety responsibilities (protection of the instrument may be damaged). CBS series
electrolyte analyzer, you must keep in mind the following points:
1) Analyzer shall be debugging recognized by installation engineers before use.
2) Check the accessories with instrument whether match instrument model.
3) Do not place liquids or infusion bags placed on the equipment.
4) Analyzer sterilization (sterilization), make sure avoid being damaged.
5) Avoid direct sunlight to prevent analyzer overheating.
6) The analyzer must be earthing rightly.
7)The working environment is clean, dry, good dust prevention, moistureproof,
explosion-proof, waterproof, anti-electromagnetic wave, anti-static.
8) Composite biosensor module has biological contamination which can not be apart and
thrown away, to prevent biological hazards.
9) Electrode box part of the existence of biological contamination, when replace the
electrode, be careful to avoid biological contaminants in the electrode to cause harm.
4. Instrument only can be operated by qualified person who comply with the necessary
knowledge and conditions.
5. The instrument for IVD medical devices.
6. The devices in the operating principles and analysis accuracy depends not only on the
norms of operation and function but also affected by outside factors deviate from the
quality control range, therefore, the test results of the analyzer for further analysis must
be examined carefully by inspectors.
7. The adjustment of the instrument, opening the lid to maintain and connect the power
cord can only be done by qualified inspectors.
8. If the instr
ument malfunction, instrument maintenance can only be done by the manufacturer or
qualified engineer.
1) There is high voltage inside instrument, be careful electric shock when maintenance.
2) Operation should wear the clothing of good anti-corrosion experiments.
3) The surface of the analyzer may have a biological hazardous material contamination,
good protection.
4) Keep the reagents and equipment separated after the analyzer is out of service.
5) In transportation, take care to carry the packed equipment gently, to prevent the liquid
spill and leakage.
6) The storage shoul avoid high humid environment (relative humidity <70%).
7) Do not discarded the instrument casually and deal with the scrapped instrument as
per relevant provisions.
8). Reagent packs existence of biological contamination due to waste liquid so after use
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should be promptly destroyed, in order to avoid the biological hazards.
9. Recommend regular cleaning and disinfection of the instrument, the instrument can be
used dish detergent to wipe clean and can be used to disinfect 84 disinfectant.
10. As the instrument is a plastic shell, non-flammable liquid placed next to the
instrument, such as alcohol, in order to avoid the instrument fails to produce
spontaneous combustion danger.
11. Reagent packs, pump tubes and all spare parts of the analyzer can only be provided
or checked by the manufacturer or agency.
12. Dual double-throw power switch the power supply is disconnected, can quickly
realize the power off.
Explanation of Symbols
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Chapter 1 Principle of Measurement
The Principle of Electrode
CBS series Electrolyte Analyzer is a sophisticated medical instrument that uses the ion
Selective Electrode measurement principle to precisely determine electrolyte values.
Although the technology itself is quite complicated, understanding how the instrument
performs sampling analysis is relatively simple. Basically, the analyzer compares an
unknown value against a known value to compute the sample’s electrolyte level.
So-called: the “selective” in “ion selective electrode”, some kind of senor is sensitive to
the special ion. For example: the Sodium Electrode is sensitive to the Sodium ion in
solution, it will insensitive to other ion. So on the analogy of this, it will measure the
various ion activity of the same sample if compose the electrode.
An ion-selective membrane undergoes a specific reaction with the type of electrolyte
contained in the sample. The membrane is an ion exchanger, reacting to the electrical
change of the ion causing a change in the membrane potential, or measuring voltage,
which is built up in the film between the sample and the membrane. A galvanic
measuring chain within the electrode determines the difference between the two
potential values on either side of the membrane.
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CBS-3 electrolyte analyzer

K 、Na 、Cl

CBS-40 electrolyte analyzer

K 、Na 、Cl 、Ca 、pH

CBS-4 electrolyte analyzer
CBS-50 electrolyte analyzer
CBS-5 electrolyte analyzer
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+
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K 、Na 、Cl 、Ca 、pH、TCO2
K 、Na 、Cl 、Ca 、pH、TCO2

The Principle of Method
1)The measurement principle of CBS series Electrolyte Analyzer is based on the
Nernst ion on selective electrode, the relationship between measured ion activity and
electrode potential, the Nernst equation applies:
E=EO+(RT/nF) ln ax
………………………...(1)
E=the measured electric potential
EO=the standard electric potential
R=the general gas constant (8.314J/K.mol)
T=temperature273+T۟˚C
n=the charge of measured ion
F=Faraday constant (96487C/mol)
ax=activity of the ion measured
When the experimental condition and the ionic strength of the sample is constant,
equation (1) can be simplified to:
1
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E=A+Blna

………….……………...(2)

A=Intercept
B=slope
The Nernst shows us, the ion concentration is calculated on the basis of the ion activity.
The total number of ions in the solution affects the correlation. The ion selective
electrodes do not measure the ion concentration but the activity of the ions concerned.
This activity is a criterion of the ion’s ability to interact with other ions, in which each ion
binds a proportion of its energy.
2) Measurement of TCO2:
Use the pressure measuring method .
According to equation
PV=cvRT
P – The gas pressure in the reaction tank ,
V – The reaction tank internal volume ,
c – The concentration in the sample ,
v – The volume of the sample to be drawn ,
R – The gas constant 0.082 ,
T – Ambient temperature .
Each measurement from the liquid volume in certain circumstances, from the
analysis，P∝c , that cavity release of CO2 gas pressure is proportional to the CO2
concentration in the sample .

Reagents
Special reagents pack for Electrolyte Analyzer containing the following reagents
Ion species

Std A

Std B

Cleanser

Ref

Reaction
Solution

Std CO2

K+ mmol/l

4.0

16.0

／

1.2×103

／

／

Na+ mmol/l

140.0

35.0

／

／

／

／

Cl- mmol/l

125.0

41.0

／

1.2×103

／

／

Ca2+ mmol/l

0.9

1.5

／

／

／

／

pH

7.4

6.8

7.4

5.5

／

／

Additive

Germicide

Germicide

Germicide

Germicide

Germicide

Germicide

Storage
temperature

Room
temperature

Room
temperature

Room
temperature

Room
temperature

Room
temperature

Room
temperature

Date of expiration

24 months

24 months

24 months

24 months

24 months

24 months
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Calibrate

Calibrate

Na+，K+，Cl-， Na+，K+，Cl-，
Use
Ca2+

Capacity

，pH.

Ca2+

300 ml

Clean tube.

Calibrate &
test

Test CO2

Test CO2

160 ml

100 ml

120 ml

5ml*4

，pH.

100 ml

Stand Package of CBS-50/5 Electrolyte Analyzer
Description

Spec

Unit

Qty

Date of
expiration

Multi-Biosensor Module

2 Pcs/box

Box

1

1 year

Reagent Pack

1040ml

Pack

1

2 years

Control

3*5*2ml

Box

1

2 years

Calibrator

3*4*2ml

Box

1

2 years

Control TCO2

2*5*2ml

Box

1

2 years

Calibrator TCO2

2*4*2ml

Box

1

2 years

EZ-Cleaner

0.13*2+10ml

Box

1

1 year

Pump tube

/

Pc

1

6 months

Printer paper

57mm*50m

Roll

2

／

Technical specification
Serum
Resolution

Parameters

Detection Range
（mmol/L）

Precision (cv)

K+

0.50～20.00

≤1.0%

0.01

Na+

15.0～200.0

≤1.0%

0.1

Cl-

15.0～200.0

≤1.0%

0.1

Ca2+

0.10～6.00

≤1.5%

0.01

pH

4.00～9.00

≤1.0%

0.01

3

（mmol/L）
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TCO2

5.0～70.0

≤3.0%

0.01

Note : CBS-30/3 contains K+，Na+，Cl- .
CBS-40/4 contains K+，Na+， Cl-，Ca2+ ，pH .
CBS-50/5 contains K+，Na+， Cl-，Ca2+ ，pH,TCO2.

Urine
Resolution

Parameters

Detection Range
（mmol/L）

Precision (cv)

K+

25.0-100.0

≤5.0%

0.01

Na+

130.0-260.0

≤6.0%

0.1

Cl-

140.0-260.0

≤6.0%

0.1

4

（mmol/L）
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Chapter 2

Structure of Instrument

This instruction is based on the example of CBS-50 and CBS-5
electrolyte analyzer:
Please read this chapter carefully before installing the CBS Electrolyte Analyzer!
Must pay special attention to the safety of the operator and the instrument operation
during the use of instruments
Pay attention to the followings:
1. The instrument should be far away from places where liquid is easy to splash, for
example, pool etc.
2. Don’t wipe the instrument using alcohol or ammoniac cleanser.
3. Be careful handling samples and sampling devices, wearing qualified protective
gloves to avoid hand contacting with the sample. In case of sample contacts with skin,
wash immediately with plenty of water and disinfectant.
4. Handling electrolyte analyzer special reagents shall comply with the relevant
provisions of the health administration department.

2.1

CBS-50 Electrolyte Analyzer (Appearance)

The following pictures to CBS-50 as an example.
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Indicator
Lamp

Printer

Display

Pinch Valve

Air Sensor

Pump

Calibration
Pack

Electrode Box

Sample Probe
Tube
Rotary Valve
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CBS-5 Electrolyte Analyzer (Appearance)

Indicator
Printer

Display
Pinch Valve

Air Sensor

Electrode Box
Pump

Calibration
Pack

Sample Probe

Tube
Sample Tray

Rotary Valve
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CBS-50/5 electrolyte analyzer is an automated medical instrument controlled by
microcomputer chip to measure electrolyte ions potassium, sodium, chloride, calcium ,pH
(pH is used to calibrate calcium ion, not as a human pH result) and TCO2 in serum, and
electrolyte ions potassium, sodium, chloride in the urine. CBS series electrolyte analyzer
consists of a microprocessor, detection systems, display and printer ect. All operations are
available by using the display YES and NO keys on the keyboard of instrument.
Human-Computer interface consists of the mainboard, keypad, printer, display, sample
probe, bio-sensor and the control part.

2.2 CBS Electrolyte Analyzer major components
The internal parts of CBS-50/5 Electrolyte Analyzer contain sample probe, pump,
rotary valve , electrode box and stirrer.
Open the front door, there’re other internal parts, liquid sensor in the upper part of the
electrode box. The Bio-Sensor module of Electrolyte Analyzer consists of Na +, K +, Cl-,
Ca2+, pH and reference electrode, the installation place of module is labeled. Pump is
used to transfer various liquid in the instrument. Rotary valve is controlled to draw
different liquid by changing liquid circuit. The sample probe is behind the sample door.
The waste liquid reagent pack adopts against-counter current technology to ensure that
the waste liquid does not leak. The stirrer is the reaction chamber of CO2 when testing .
Inner thermal printer can print out measured values and calibration values with 16
arrays on heat-sensitive paper. It’s simple and quick, without placing paper.

There are nameplate, power interface, COM, RS232 (A) and RS232 (B) on the back
shell Electrolyte Analyzer. The nameplate shows Instrument No., voltage and power etc.
Note:
COM: The program upgrade interface
RS232(A): Bar code interface
RS232(B): Data output interface
The data transport protocol of Data output interface(RS232(B)):
Baud rate: 9600 No parity bit Data bit: 8 Stop bit: 1
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Instrument Nameplate

Power Interface

Data output interface

Bar Code interface

Data output interface

Congratulate you have understand the basic structure of the instrument, you're ready
to install.
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Chapter 3 Installation
3.1 Choosing a location for the Electrolyte Analyzer CBS
Location is important for trouble-free operation of your analyzer. Before you begin
setup, choose a site that is convenient for your sampling needs and meets the following
physical requirements of the unit:
◆ Open the power, wait a moment, when seeing the interface below, start to operate the
machine

◆ Away from direct sunlight.
◆ Room temperature between 10-30˚C, the best working temperature is between
15-30˚C. It’s better have a air conditioner in the laboratory.
◆ Maximum relative humidity of 70%.
◆ Ample room to allow air to circulate freely around the unit.
◆ Away from strong electromagnetic fields, such as those created by electric motors and
x-ray equipment.
◆ Away from explosive gases or vapors.
◆ The power should adapt 50HZ, AC110~220V, it’s better choose stable electricity
supply or use UPS.

3.2

Preparation

Put the analyzer on the table, Please assure enough space for operation space,
better with the convenient connection of power supply. Carefully check whether there
is any defect on or miss of analyzer & various accessories, including: manual,
warranty card, certificate, pump tube, the power wire, MBM (Electrode), print paper,
Calibration Pack, cleanser, QC, Calibrator etc, also require the tissue, sample cup.

3.3

Installation

After installation preparation ,then install to follow the procedure below :
3.3.1 Pump tube installation
Open the front door of the analyzer ,see an uninstalled pump tube on the pump
holder( picture 1); Take down the right connector of the pump tube (picture 2);Then, make
the tube around the pump head (picture 3);Draw the right connector of tube and make it
10
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connect with the top right opening (picture 4);
Note : in pump tube installation process ,the tube can’t be overstretched or overlapped.

Picture 1

Picture 2

Picture 3

Picture 4

3.3.2 MBM (electrode) installation
1.open the MBM box

Index finger put under the box

thumb pressing the button on the box
cover

Pulling the front cover out

2.Take out the MBM(electrode) from the package , and put it in the MBM box, label
outwards please.
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MBM gap downwards

3.Push forward the MBM box, when hear “ka”,then the MBM box closed well

Note : Once the MBM(electrode) is installed ,please keep it in into the unit until it is
expired to avoid the pollution.
3.3.3 Reagent pack installation
1.Take out the reagents pack from the package ,and ensure the reagent pack labeled
model is same as the analyzer model.

3. Remove the red protective cap and keep it .

12
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Remove the red cap

3.The positioning post at the connectors of pack aim at the location hole of the
rubber block of analyzer .

location hole

positioning post

4.Push the reagent pack slowly and forcibly into the analyzer . When the front of
positioning post and rubber block at the same level ,then the reagent pack installation
finished .

The front of positioning
post and rubber block at
the same level
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Note: Once the red protective caps of the pack are removed ,please keep it into the
unit until it is expired to avoid the pollution.

3.4 Installation and removing of sample tray
For the instrument cbs-5, the sample tray and the instrument need to be assembled
and connected，this is：①Take out the disk and put it at the interface；②First insert the two
limit rods of the disc into the two reserved slots on the instrument, pick up the quick plug,
and rotate the convex position of the plug to the right above, align the limit groove at the
instrument connector，insert it with slight force; "Click" means that the two are connected;
③the two are connected;
Note: Pick up the plug instead of the connecting line at the back；Align the
protrusions and limit grooves of the two before inserting them，avoid damaging the
pins inside the plug；After power on if the disk does not act，it means that the two
are not connected well。
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If you want to remove the sample tray, hold the front end of the quick connector
by hand and gently separate the connector from the instrument along the back
of the connector.
3.5 Running
1.Plug into the power plug and ensure the power ground connection well .
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2.Open the power switch ,and after the self-checking process, analyzer will enter the
starting up interface.

For CBS-5, firstly set the starting site of sample tray and bar code,

Set the starting site of sample tray, input the right valve in “Tray First Set”, and press
“YES”;
Set the starting site of bar code, input the right valve in ”Bar Code Valve”, and press ”YES”,
the following visual “Hole” and “Code” .
For CBS-50,no set the starting site of sample tray and bar code, back “Operation”.
3.Press“Priming”，observe the liquid flowing in the reference tube and A，B,C tube in
proper sequence . Repeat the priming process ,until the four tubes are full with liquid
completely .Normally two times priming is ok.

16
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Reference
Tube

CO2 Tube

From

outside

to inside are
A、B、C tube

4.Press“Change MBM”, Activating the MBM(The new MBM need to be activated)，the
screen display ,then go on the MBM activation for 900 seconds;
:

After MBM activation , analyzer will go on calibrating automatically

After calibration ,it will display the result:
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CBS-30/3 only display K, Na, Cl.
Note: If the slope range is in the normal range . Then , the electrode has passed the
calibration
Normal slope range：K : 35 — 70
Na: 35 — 70
Cl:-80 — -35
Ca: 15 — 50
pH: 35 — 70
Display“OK”,it shows the calibration passed
If point out calibration not passed, please choose in “OPERA۟ION”—“Calibration”to
calibrate again .
Note: Press Return ,can switch in different interface.
Choose the ”CO2 CaL”(only for CBS 50,5), it will display:

Put the CO2 calibrator under the probe，Press YES;

18
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The pressure will go up from 820 then keep stable (stable value > 900) , if lower , it will
affect the calibration result .
Then , put the CO2 calibrator into the probe for the 2nd calibration, and in the end , The
twice CO2 calibration pressure Value should be better to closer .
the calibration result :

For CBS-5, put the CO2 calibrator in the Hole 1 of sample tray, and sample probe can
draw the CO2 calibrator for the 2nd calibration automatically.
Note:The CO2 calibration will be pass once the result in the normal range.
CO2 normal range : 5.0～ 60.0
OK = Calibration passed.If not ok please calibrate again
Note: The machine could works in 7 days continuously without turn off once the
CO2 calibration passed. press “No” to skip the CO2 calibration procedure once the
machine awaked from sleeping .Or you could also do the CO2 calibration in the 7
days. But 7 days later , The calibration procedure must be taken.
The calibration result of Ion calibration and CO2 calibration can be printed in “ Print
Set ”—“CaLResult”,
The procedures as below:
Press the Button

, enter Main Menu

Choose “Print Set”, it will display:
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Press Last Result，It will print the sample report for the last time;
Press CaL Result，It will print the calibration result;
Press Printer On/Printer OFF，Setup the Printer ON and OFF.

5.The calibration passed , then it can operate the sample test
If CBS-50 ,Press the Button

,and the interface “Ready” will return to “ Ready ”

Open the sample injector in Ready condition , the screen will show:

Put the sample in Probe, and press “YES”
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After the Analyzing , the screen will show the test result ,and the printer will print out the
result.

If want to test next sample, raise up the sample injector directly and start the sample test ;
If not test again , then return to “Ready ”.
For CBS-5，include the two test-ways: manual and auto;
If the sample tray is not work, firstly in the interface “Program”, press “Bar Sam Set ”to

21
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select the “Samp Press YES”, and in the interface “Operation”, press “AUTO Test”,it
will display directly , put the sample into probe and press “Start”:

If the sample tray is OK, put samples in the sample tray, press the “AUTO Test”, it will
display:

In the “Ini hole num” and “Test num”, input the testing numbers, and press “YES” to the
following , in this interface , press “Change ID ”,it will change the id of results:

Press “Start”, the machine will test the samples automatically.
Note: If the instrument does not operate in two hours ,it will be in a dormant state,
press the Button

to wake it up.
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3.6 ACCESSORIES Replacement
3.6.1 Print Paper replacement
The printer indicator light indicates that the print paper is sufficient, when the light is
flashing you will need to replace the print paper by the following steps：
1.Press the printer panel raised the lid opening button with the thumb down (with a triangle
on the button marked underlined)
Indicator

Lid opening button

2. Grasped the index finger cocked back lift gate panel, open the front cover of the printer,
remove the paper roll runs out of paper shortage or surplus of the roll

Black Roller

3.The thermal paper roll in the direction shown into the mill, pull out the paper side, the
front cover, indicator light OK
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3.6.2 Electrode Replacement
When the electrode service life expires, the calibration can not be passed, you need to
replace a new electrode, replace as follows:
Open electrode box method reference 3.3.2
Use two fingers take the electrode out the box for replacement

Place new electrode method reference 3.3.2
After replacing, in the "3. OPERATION" menu, select " Change MBM" and activate
electrodes
3.6.3 Reagent Pack replacement
Reagent pack used for some time the remaining amount fell to 6 percents, the instrument
will be prompted to replace the inadequate solution Reagent pack (remind you in advance
ready for the new reagent pack), then reagent Reagent pack almost run out, the need to
replace a new reagent pack . Replace as follows:
1.Remove the empty reagent pack from the instrument
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2.Install the new reagent pack, reference 3.3.3
3.The new reagent pack detachable red protective caps onto replaced the old reagent
packet interface, prevent pollution.
4.Put a new reagent kit, enter " Operation " screen, press Select " Change Pack" menu,
Screen prompts

Press“YES”,it will display:
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Press “Return”, it will be back :The interface “Operation”:
Press the Button

repeatedly until you return preparation state, the remaining amount

to 100% the upper right corner to complete the operation.

5.Enter " Operation" interface, press " Priming" twice to pipeline filled with liquid.
Note: Performing this action is to ensure that the instrument calculates the remaining
solution is consistent with the actual use of the remaining amount of the solution
3.6.4 Tubing replacement
This instrument is dedicated peristaltic pump tubing pump tube life is generally six months,
found that if you use the pump tube is damaged, can be replaced.
1.The old pump tube is removed from the holder
2.The tube out of MDM Box into the connector on one end of the new tubing
The tube out of
MBM Box

Connector

3.This end fittings hanging to the right of the pump tube holder opening

Tube holder

4. pull the other end of the tubing to bypass the round head hung down to the left of the
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pump tube holder opening, the tubing should not be too stretched and twisted folded

Pump

Head

5.The waste tube into the fitting on the left end of the tubing to complete the installation

waste tube

6.Enter " Program" (password: 6666), Note: Input the password 6666,press the
“OK”,then press the Button “Ascertain”

select "Pump CaL Set" input pulses 1700, press Ascertain to wait for the screen display
value.
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7. Re-enter "Pump CaL Set," according to the number of pulses of the screen that
appears, enter 1750 press Ascertain, the pump rate is adjusted to be close to 1.000 (best
range of 0.990-1.050).
3.6.5 The CO2 pump Tube
The CO2 pump tube is special with shelf life 6 months. If any damage or descending in
elasticity , please replace it in time .
1.Remove the tube from the holder ;
2.Connect one end with CO2 reagent tube and fix on the holder;
nect one end with CO2 reagent tube and fix on the holder.

CO2 Reagent tube

Tube Holder

CO2 Pump tube

3. Fix the pump tube as picture

4.Connect the other end with the CO2 Tube on reaction chamber ,
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Chapter 4

Sample Test

After the installation of the unit and the calibration of the electrode, it will be easier to
test the samples. The Electrode Analyzer CBS provides fast, convenient analysis of
plasma, serum, aqueous solution and urine solution for:
K+
Potassium
+
Na
Sodium
Cl
Chloride
Ca2+ Calcium
TCO2
The analyzer will accept specimens directly from most common containers, including
collection tubes, syringes, sample cups and capillary tubes.
Note: Always follow proper safety procedures when handling biological samples.
Sample Collection and Handle
4.1 Serum samples
Collect the blood in a red top tube containing no anticoagulant. Allow the blood to clot
and then centrifuge. Separate the serum into a different test tube or sample cup as soon
as possible.
Serum can be stored longer than whole blood, though preferably capped and placed
in the refrigerator.
Note:
1.When isolate serum, centrifuge is required to trim strictly, max RPM can not be higher
than 3500 rpm.
2.With lots of clinical tests, after store serum in sample cups which are used on most
biochemistry analyzers for 5 minutes, it will analyze Potassium,Sodium,Chlorine,Calcium
ion, greatly affect the concentration, try to avoid to use biochemistry cup to contain
serum and test electrolyte.
4.2 Blood samples
CBS analyzer could choose whether to bar code scanning, the method is select the "
Program ", select "Bar Code Set" to set whether to use Bar Code. If you choose Bar
Code, lift doors after the calibration ok, display "Please Scanning Sample Barcode",
swept into the bar code to be tested. analyzer default is Not Input BC.
Note: pH values for calcium ion calibration, not as the pH value of the results.
After blood is drawn, the CO2 will release into the air and pH rises. Blood pH is
negatively related between pH and ionized calcium concentration. While pH rises 0.1, the
ionized calcium concentration is reduced by approximately 4% -5%. Therefore, when
30
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using serum to test the ionized calcium, if it has been out for a long time, the result of
ionized calcium has no clinical significance. It should report the standard ionized
calcium (nCa) with the correction of pH = 7.40, to reduce the influence of pH.
The pH result printed out is the actual tested pH value, then calculate the standard
ionized calcium values (nCa) by formula. As the actual tested ionized calcium has no
clinical significance, the main basis of clinical diagnotic is nCa, iCa and TCa are just for
reference.
After the calibration of the unit and it is in the status of “READY”, lift the sample door,
the prompt, ”Probe in Serum” will be displayed, press “YES” and the pump will begin to
aspirate. Introduce the sample to the probe.
If CBS-50, Hold the sample under the probe until the samples are enough and the probe
will stop automatically, move the sample and use a lint-free tissue to clean the probe. If
there is no sample to be extracted in 20s, then it will indicate that No Sample.
Note: It is very important that the sample probe is carefully cleaned each time
following a sample introduction.
Close the sample door and a brief countdown will begin. ”Sample Testing…” will be
displayed. Upon completion of analysis, the test results will be displayed and printed. For
example:
Note : CBS-30/3contains K+，Na+，Cl- . CBS-40/4contains K+，Na+， Cl-，Ca2+ ，
pH .CBS-50/5contains K+，Na+， Cl-，Ca2+ ，pH,TCO2 .

And will print out the result automatically.
For CBS-5，include the two test-ways: manual and auto;
If the sample tray is not work, firstly in the interface “Program”, press “Bar Sam Set ” to
select the “Samp Press YES”, and in the interface “Operation”, press “AUTO Test”, it
will display directly , put the sample into probe and press “Start”:
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If the sample tray is OK, put samples in the sample tray, press the “AUTO Test”, it will
display:

In the “Ini hole num” and “Test num”, input the testing numbers, and press “YES” to the
following , in this interface , press “Change ID ”,it will change the id of results:

Press “Start”, the machine will test the samples automatically.
4.3 Urine samples
Before measuring urine, accurately dilute the sample with Urine Diluent in the ratio of
1 part urine to 9 parts diluent thoroughly mix the sample, and analyze in the urine mode.
Recommanded the boric acid as the preservative, otherwise the other preservatives will
disturb the testing.
Under the status of “Ready”, press the Button
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Press the button “Sample/QC”, it will display:

Press the button “Urine”, choose Urine, the color of “Status Indicator” will change:
Press the Button

back to Ready menu. Now could do Urine test, same method as

blood sample.
Note:
1.If you need to do Serum testing, need to re-enter the settings into Serum. Serum
default state of the machine.
2.Urine Diluent which provided by the manufacturer, 9 pieces of thinner have
ready been deposited in a test tube. When customers diluting the urine sample,
just added 100 uL urine into the test tube,after blending then you can test it.

4.4 Change ID
You could change sample ID under the screen of Operation , it will display:
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Press the button “Change ID”, it will display:

Input the changed ID, it will display:

You can modify the patient ID by pressing soft-keyboards.

4.5 See Results
This function could help you to check the prior samples tests, The analyzer can store
in memory 1000 numbers of patient samples(ID:000-999) . You can print the values
stored and view the results at any time as long as you input the ID number.
Press the button “See Result”, it will display:
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In the interface, “Sample ID” input the prior samples ID ,then press the button “Ascertain”,
the result will be automatically displayed, it will display:

Choose the button “Last One ”or “Next One” directly, see the the prior samples tests and
transmit the results to computer from serial port;
Choose the button “Print” to print the result.
Choose the button “Return” to be back.
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Chapter 5 Operation and Quality Control
The analyzer could be calibrated using the automatical calibration function in daily
operation. The test results will be more correct after the calibration.
B&E provides corresponding Calibrators and Electrolyte Controls to match with CBS
series instruments. Regarding to different company's different value inputs, please
strictly use the Calibrators and Electrolyte Controls from B&E Bio-Tech Co., Ltd.
Electrolyte Controls require to be used on a daily basis in order to monitor the
accuracy of the instrument.When Electrolyte Control testing value is out of the reference
range of QC, it is necessary to re-program and calibrate the instrument to ensure the
accuracy of the instrument.
Use of Electrolyte Controls

Electrolyte Controls hold level 1, level 2 and Level 3, which response to low value, mid
value and high value.

TCO2 Controls hold level 1 and level 2, which response to low value and high value.
Under the status of “Ready”, choose the Button

Choose the button “Maintenance”, it will display:
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5.1 QCB Target
Choose the button “QCB Target ”( code is 6666), it will display:

NOTE

In the interface ,input the needed valve in the Arrow, NOTE: the rule of inputting, for
example the valve you needed is 2.2,and you must input the valve 2.20,then
press ”Ascertain”.
When the input value error , press “No” 2 times to exit ,re-entered and input the correct
value .

5.2 Cancel Factors
Note: Usually do not operate this step to avoid error operation
Choose the button “Cancel Factors” and password code :(code is 6666)

It will display :
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Press No to exit and the factors will not be changed
Press Yes and the factors become the default value:
Press Return to be back.

5.3 Manual Factors
Choose the button “Manual Factors”(code is 6666), it will display:

NOTE

In the interface ,input the needed valve in the Arrow. NOTE: the rule of inputting, for
example the valve you needed is 1,and you must input the valve 1.00,then
press ”Ascertain”.
Note : CBS-31contains K+，Na+，Cl- . CBS-41contains K+，Na+， Cl-，Ca2+ ，pH .

5.4

Auto Factors

Choose the button “Auto Factors”(code is 6666) , the display will show :

Press YES, it will display:
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If not ready to press No, press Yes to display the figure:

Press Yes and the factors become the default value:
Press Yes and display:

Press Yes,
If CBS-50，Put QCB-1 in the probe and click YES button to absorb the sample from
QCB-1, analysis, display the results automatically
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After the first test, raise the sampler for the second test, the screen will prompt as follows
Put QCB-1 in the probe and click YES button to absorb the sample from QCB-1, analysis
and show the result. Every level of QCB should be tested three times.
According to the display instructions until the operation is completed . Correction factor
will be automatically programmed into the instrument, and then you can sample test.
After the QCB test, according to the display instructions, finish the QCB-CO2 auto
–factors.
For CBS-5,put QCB-1,QCB-2,QCB-3 to correspond to hole 1, hole 2, hole 3 and select
“AUTO Factors”, according to above-mentioned interfaces, press “YES”, machine will
test and display results automatically.
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Chapter 6

Instrument Programming

Through the programming menu, you have the capability to input additional
information or parameters to tailor the instrument’s performance to match your particular
needs.Programming the analyzer allows you to selec and to modify quality control
ranges, normal values and correlation factors. You can also program the operation of the
printer.
Note: For safety and security, the analyzer could only be programmed or have
existing parameters changed by entering the correct password via the control
panel keypad. The programming contents are only within what the screen displays.

6.1 Accessing programming functions
Under the status of “Ready”, choose the Button

to return back to the main menu:

Enter " Program" (password: 6666), Note: Input the password 6666,press the “OK”,then
press the Button “Ascertain”, Enter the Instrument Set menu, it will display:

(CBS-50)

(CBS-5)

Note: If you inadvertently enter an incorrect code, the analyzer will display
Code Error! Press YES and you will be returned to the Service Code and re-enter
it.
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6.2

Input the normal concentration value of blood

6.2.1 Serum Normal Range
You could input the normal range of K, Na Cl and Ca concentration value in blood,
choose “Normal Range”, it will display:

NOTE

You could input the normal value that K, Na Cl and Ca in Human body in the same way
of inputing control range. If there is something wrong with test results, it will inform you
when the analyzer print reports. The analyzer will store in memory automatically after
inputting and it will return to the prior menu. In the interface ,input the needed valve in the
Arrow. NOTE: the rule of inputting, for example the valve you needed is 1,and you must
input the valve 1.00,then press ”Ascertain”.

The refereeing range of K, Na, Cl and Ca in Serum:
K: 3.5-05.5mmol/L
Na: 136-145mmol/L
Cl: 096-108 mmol/L
Ca: 1.05-1.35 mmol/L
TCO2:15.00-50.00mmol/
Note : CBS-30/3contains K+，Na+，Cl- . CBS-40/4contains K+，Na+， Cl-，Ca2+，
pH .CBS-50/5contains K+，Na+， Cl-，Ca2+，pH ,TCO2.

6.2.2 Urine Normal Range
When test urine sample, you can enter the normal range of K, Na, Cl, Ca ion
concentration in 24-hour urine samples, after input the normal range. See the 6.2.1:

6.3 Normal slope range
You could input the normal slope range of electrode, when the electrode make the
calibration, if the slope is lower than the programmed value, it means that you should
replace a new electrode.
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Choose the button “Slope Range”, you could input the normal range of electrode slope.
The normal range of the electrode slope are below. In the interface,input the needed
valve in the Arrow, then press ”Ascertain”.:

Note: when the slope of K/Na <35, Cl <-35, Ca< 15, the electrode couldn’t work.
Please replace it.

6.4 Valve Init Set
Choose the button “valve Init Set”, it will display:

Input a number (0-9) to make the two origin lines in one line.

6.5 Move Adjust
Choose the button “Move Adjust”, it will display:,

Input number 1-9 make the liquid move to the air sensor and the two side liquid of the
air sensor is enough.
Input number 1-9 make the liquid remaining is enough to the electrode box.
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6.6 Pump Cal Set
Choose the button “Pump CaL Set”,it will display:

In the arrow, input the needed pulse valve,then press “Ascertain”,wait a moment,it will
display:

Input a number such as 1690 in the interface “Arrow” ,make the pump cal rate to be
nearly 1.0.

6.7 Sample Method
Choose the interface “Program”, Note: Input the password 6666,press the “OK”, then
press the Button “Ascertain”

Choose the button “Sample method”, it will display:
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Choose “Sample Auto”: When you lift the door,pump will rotate and you can put the
sample cup below the probe,the sample will be absorbed automatically.
Press “Samp Press YES”:when you lift the door,pump will rotate after press key
“ yes” .Or the pump will
not rotate.The pump rotate and the sample will be absorbed automatically.
Instrument can connect bar code gun to read the barcode, when access bar code gun ,
need to set bar code reading, set as "Using Barcode". it will display:

Choose the “Using Barcode”,and in the right the color of “Barcode Indicator”will
change to “Blue”,meaning,choose the “No Using Barcode”,the color can change to
“Red”.Press Return to be back.
Read the barcode with barcode reader, the screen will be displayed the read bar code
number, and then test sample

6.8 Sleep Mode
Press “Sleep Mode”, it will display:
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Select one of “At Once”, “ 2 Hours ”,”4 Hours ”, “ 8 Hours”, if machine don’t work, it will
sleep according to the select. Default is 2 hours.

6.9 Ca XChange
Press “Ca XChange ”，it will display:

It will change the Ca results unit between “ mmol/L” and “ mg/dl ”.

6.10 AUTO Set
For CBS-5，press “ AUTO Set” ，it will display：
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In the interface：
“ Needle First Set ”： adjust the depth of the sample needle into the needle holder.
“ Tray First Set ”： adjust the initial position of the sample tray.
“ Ne-level Value”： adjust the value of sample probe to distinguish whether there is
sample or not.
“ gNe-level Value”：adjust the fixed value of the sample probe falling to the sample liquid
level.
“ Switch Sensor ”： after adding the photoelectric sensor to automatically detect the
sample tube, adjust the position to ensure that the photoelectric sensor can detect the
presence or absence of the sample tube respectively.
“ Bar Code Valve ”： adjust the initial position of barcode.
The above functions, after adjusting the appropriate values in the dialog box, are
required to correspond to the "confirm" button behind the click to ensure the operation
and numerical preservation.

6.11 Air Liquid Set
Press “Air Liquid Set” ，it will display：
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“Start”, the air will generate a number; the liquid will generate other number;
“Stop” will quit；
6.12 RFID Set
Press “RFID Set” ，it will display：

“Open RFID” will open the function of RFID; “Close RFID” will close the
function of RFID;
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Chapter 7

Instrument Service

This machine has a self-Check function of the component failure, In case the machine
works abnormal, Could take the procedure below to diagnose the cause of the problem.
If problem related with the spare parts, please contact with our engineer .

Under the status of “Ready”, choose the Button

to return back to the main

menu .it will display:

Choose the button “Service”, it will display:

Under this condition, it could do the tests for main parts of the instrument.

7.1 Analysis MBM
Choose the button “Analysis MBM”, it will display:
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In this interface,choose the button “MBM AD Values”,wait a moment,testing
completed, the display will be back to the previous interface,Press 1, it will display in the
left it will display:

In the same way, the potential value of MBM(electrode) in Solution B and sample could
be tested. Press “Return” return to prior menu and continue the following tests.

7.2 Air Sensor
Choose the button ‘Air Sensor’, it will display:

۟est “Air AD”, it will generate a number; and the Sample Probe in the liquid, it will
generate the number other number, in the end, press the “Calculated value”, it will
generate the need value.
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7.3 Total Test
This will sum the total number of the machine sample testing,choose the button “Total
Test ” , it will display：

The total number is in the interface,then press OK back to main menu.

7.4 Parameters Set
When Operator not want all parameter but prefer several parameters . Do as below:
Choose the button “Parameters”，it will display：

In the interface ,choose the parameter in the arrow, it will display above, not choose the
parameter in the arrow, it will display below:

7.5 Clear number
Choose the button “Clear number”，clear the prior testing results, it will display：
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7.6 Time Set
Choose the button “Time Set”, it will display:

In the arrow, input the needed time to set time through the soft-keypads. Press Ascertain
to be sure,then press Return to be back.

7.7 Language
Choose the button “Chinese” or “English”, change the Language between Chinese with
English. It will display:
Press Chinese, enter the Chinese menu . Press English, enter the English menu .

7.8 Service Code
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Choose the button “Service Code”, it will display:

7.9 RFID Read
Choose the button “RFID Read”, it will display:

Chapter 8

Service Manual

8.1 Working Principle
CBS series Electrolyte Analyzer consist of parts shown in figure 1.When calibration,
the fluid power of the liquid is produced by the rotation of peristaltic pump, liquid A, B, C
outflow from calibration package, enter the electrode through the allocation of rotary
valve in a certain order, reference fluid through an electromagnetic control valve into the
electrode. Through the comparison of the reference potential and ,K, Na, Cl, Ca,pH ionic
potential to get the corresponding electrode millivolt values , then using nernst equation
to calculate the slope value.
When testing the sample, the sample is absorbed by sample injector, finally goes into the
electrode by a solenoid valve, then proceed one-point calibration, calculate the
concentration of the sample by nernst equation and the measured slope value.
8.2 Safety：
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Always wear latex gloves when performing this task. Wash hands with a
disinfectant when completing.

Don’t touch the power faucet, there is non-safe electricity（110-220V）.

Don’t touch the CMOS chip or circuit, avoiding static.

Don’t wipe the instrument using alcohol or ammoniac cleanser. Keep off all
kind of liquid.
8.3 System Data
8.3.1 Condition of using：
Temperature：10℃～30℃;
Relative Humidity：≤70%（25℃）;
Power Supply：AC 110～220V，50HZ;
Warm-up Time：10min.
8.3.2 Instrument Parameter
a)Sample：Serum,Urine.
b) Test Item：Na+、K+、Cl-、Ca2+、pH、TCO2.
c) Measure Principle：Measured electric potential selective electrode.

d) Measure Range： Serum：Na：15.0-200.0mmol/L
K：0.50-20.0mmol/L
Cl：15.0-200.0mmol/L
Ca：0.1-6.0 mmol/L
pH：4-9

TCO2 ：5.0～70.0
Urine（Dilute 1：9）：Na：130.0-260.0mmol/L
K：25.0-100.0mmol/L
Cl：140.0-260.0mmol/L ;
e)
Model

Demonstration

of

Test speed

Number of
sample size

the type
CBS-50 electrolyte analyzer
CBS-5 electrolyte analyzer

stored results

Hand Sampling
Auto Sampling
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>60个/h

60～120μL

>6000

>60个/h

60～120μL

>6000
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CBS-40 electrolyte analyzer

>100 个
Hand Sampling

60～120μL

>6000

60～120μL

>6000

60～120μL

>6000

60～120μL

>6000

/h
CBS-4 electrolyte analyzer

Auto Sampling

>80个/h

CBS-30 electrolyte analyzer

>100 个
Hand Sampling
/h

CBS-3 electrolyte analyzer

Auto Sampling

>80个/h

f)Display： touch-display;
gPrinter：58mm heat-sensitive printer;
h)Output to PC：RS-232
i)Power：60W
8.3.3 Size、Weight
Size :21cm  34cm  40cm（L  W  H），weight : 6kg.
8.3.4 Electrocircuit Principle Chart
Power：+5V +12V –12V –5V
GND

Powe：+12V GND

Drive

Mainboard
Ref

Na K Cl
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Display

Indicator Lights

Printer

Rotory Sensor

Door Sensor

Air Sensor

MBM (Electrode

8.3.5 Fluidics schematics

Pinch valve

Board

Step Motor

Photoelectricity
isolation

电极模块
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8.3.6 Maintenance table.
Attention：This table is based on an average number of 20 samples per day. In case of
a larger workload, please increase the maintenance accordingly.

Maintenance
item

Daily

User

Tech

According to
the protein
deposition

monthly

User

User

Tech

Observe
flow state
Quality
Control
Clean tube
Change
electrode
Clean
sensor

air

Change
pump tube
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6 months

TechPump
User

Tech

annually

User

Tech
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Change
component
8.4 Change MBM：Notice the direction of the electrode.
Pls refer to 3.5.2 for the replacing method
Don’t touch the liquid when performing this task. Wash hands with a
disinfectant when completing.

The MBM required a activated procedure once new MBM replaced, press "3. Change
MBM", the machine will automatically take activated procedure and calibrated. The slope
of the new MBM should be K, Na, pH around 60, Cl at about -65, Ca at 30. Calibration
results in three situations:
1.OK; means MBM was calibrated successfully, sample test available.
2.There are one or several parameters give abnormal slope , The calibration not pass,
and you can choose "continue to test" or "Change MBM" (“Continue to test” press YES,
“Change MBM” press NO). Press yes to avoid the no passed parameters ,

the Ca and pH calibration does not pass, if you choose to test the test results do not
show Ca and pH results (with "****" instead). If you press NO, then re-calibrate the
replaced new MBM. If still not be calibrated, please contact the engineer.
3.all the slope value of MBM are within the normal range, but there is an MBM in the
calibration process is unstable, it did not prompt you to align:

then select a "Calibration", to calibrate again, Generally could solve. If still not, please
contact the engineer .
Note: The calibration required several times once the New MBM Changed . The
procedure could make MBM’s membrane fully activated, ۟he calibration could be taken
in a few minutes after previous calibration finished to less the reagents consumption.
8.5 POWER ON/OFF：
In principle, the instrument should be turn on continuously. This will be propitious
to protect the electrode and keep the pump tube away from compressing point. If turning
off the instrument for long time, the rotary valve maybe can’t rotate. ۟he reason is that
the rotary valve consists of two ceramic components airproofed by mirror surface. The
friction surface may adhibit together if it doesn’t use for long time.
8.6 Maintenance of tube：Fluidics schematics below:
Always wear latex gloves when performing this task. Wash hands with a
disinfectant when completing.
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⚫

The cleanness of the tube is very important for stability and veracity of test. The
tube tends to jammed due to the albumen sediment. The air sensor may be
warded off by the sediment, thereby the orientation of liquid will cause error and
test result is not correct. According to the protein deposition，it is need to clean
the tube using special cleanser. Press ‘4.MAIN۟ENANCE’ ‘5.Clean’.Do it
acoording to the display.

Attention：Don’t pump the corrosive liquid for electrode. Some cleanser can
damage the electrode and reduce the life of electrode. The worn-out
electrode can be used to clean the tube.
When running, observe the flow speed frequently, if it becomes slow or not move,
something wrong must be caused. The reason may be below:
Fault cause

Treatment method

Pump tube damaged

remove the pump tube and check

Tube leaks

check the flexure of the tube or interface

No electrode or it leaks between the
electrode and the three plastic tie-in

check the electrode

Tube is jammed by albumen

It is usually difficult to see directly where
jammed. Please refer to below
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Below is how to get rid of the problem of tube jam.

DD
Interface of
reagent

Sample
tube

Salt tube
CC

Ventilation tube
Waste tube
BB

Pump tube

BB

CO2 Pump

Std B

Pressure
Sensor tube

Probe

Std C
Std A
Output tube

AA

cc

DD

Salt tube

Interface of
reagent
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Ventilation tube
Waste tube
Probe
CO2 Pump
BB
Std C
Output tube

Pressure
Std A

AA
Std
B

Tray

Sample
tubing
connector
1
（connect to cleaning injector）

Salt
tubing connector 2（connect to
cleaning injector）

DD

The Tube often jammed is from AA to BB（See Fluid figure）.In electrode sample
mix with salt and flow to waste pack via pump tube. The process of cleaning
introduce as follows：
1.Open the door.
2.Open the electrode box and take the electrode
out.
3.Set a tube on injector full of clean water.
4.Set the tube to the left-up tie-in of the electrode
box（see the figure）.
5. Push the injector emphatically to make the water
flow from probe（put a container below，attention
biology infection, wash it for several times if
needed.

Tube
Cleaning injector

Clean water

Attention：If the above steps can’t solve the jam problem, continue to do as follows：
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1. Open the door.
2. Put a worn-out electrode in electrode box and
close the box.
3.Take down the waste tube from the latex block
（see the figure.
4. Take down the pump tube.
5. Set a tube on injector full of clean water.
6. Set the tube to the waste tube（see the figure.
7. Push the injector emphatically to make the water
flow from probe（put a container below, attention
biology infection, wash it for several times if
needed.

If the instrument is not used for long time, the salt tube connected to electrode box
will appear crystal and jam the salt tube. Do as follows can clean out the jam.
Take down the salt tube from the latex block，and
take down CC-DD segment from pinch valve，put a
container below the end of the salt that will flow out
water.

1.Set a tube on injector full of clean water.
2.Draw out electrode box，Set the tube to the
left-down tie-in of the electrode box（see the
figure）.

8.7 Change reagent pack：
If any kind of reagent remains less than 5%, the system will say ‘solution run out change
pack’. After changing pack, press ‘OPERA۟ION’, press ‘Change Pack’ and set to 100%.
Attention：‘Change Pack’ is a rude estimate, it is taken count of the steps of the motor.
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Pack interface

When change the pack, meet the interface of the
instrument and pack.

8.8 Life of the electrode:
After using for a time，the slope of the electrode will drop down. Generally, if the slope
drop down to a certain degree，it can’t be used. Ordinarily the value is 45（Ca is 20）. It
needed to change electrode，For the sake of good performance, the slope range can be
set up high value, for example ‘45-70’ (Ca :20-40) .
8.9 Change pump tube ：
The pump tube of this instrument is special tube with shelf life 6 months .If the pump tube
is worn out, change it in time.

First insert the tube from the electrode box into
one end joint of the pump tube, put this end joint
on the right side of the pump pipe openings, pull
down one end of the pump tube hung around the
circular pump frame to the left of the opening,
pump tube don't be stretched and distorted
folding, finally put the tube insert on the left side
of the connector in pump tube.

8.10 Pump alignment：
The pump tube will wear and tear when using. The pump rate will change a little.
Running ‘Pump Cal’ can adjust it. ۟he value of PUMP CAL VALUES is 0.95-1.10 , better
near 1.
8.11 Air Sensor’s Maintenance：
The principle of the air sensor is to test the difference of permeance rate. Enter the menu
‘SERVICE ’and press 2 to calibrate the air sensor. (Refer to 7.2) According to the
message of the screen, take in liquid and air from the probe. System can adjust the
threshold of the air and liquid automatically. （ the value of Air Sensor without liquid is
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480-540,the value of Air Sensor with liquid is More than 200 of the value of Air Sensor
with air） After using the instrument for a period of time，due to the albumen sediment,
the permeance rate of light will change. A simple method is to clean according to the
process by special cleanser. Below introduces a cleaning method for this instrument：
Pay attention to liquid flowed from the tube when performing this task. Wash hands
with a disinfectant when completing.

Pull the air sensor up, remove the tube of two side,
pay attention to the direction of the three metal
points of sensor and three needles of the base, so
that revert to type correctly.

Little brush
Insert a little brush into the clarity tube of the air
sensor. Remove the deposit filth Completing this
performance, get the air sensor back to the
instrument.

This rheostat adjusts the value of liquid and air.

Rheostat

Generally,value of air is about 500 and liquid is
about 820.In “service menu” press 2. Open the
sample door and take in air or water. The value of
air or liquid will display.

8.12 Rotary valve’s maintenance：
The seal ring of the rotary valve need changed after long time use because of the agein
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g process. The seal ring could be taken down if the former two fixed screws are remove
d. Be careful for the squeeze of the seal ring during the assemble process, otherwise th
e rotary cutting valve can’ rotate and air leak might take place. At the same time the bulg
e should be focused against the groove. The bulge and the groove are as the follows:

Groove
Bulge

Attention ： The fixed part meets with the

Mark line

rotating part by the mark line.

Mark line

screws
screws

8.13 Printer’s maintenance：
If the printer has worked for long time, the writing may be not in focus. Refer to solve：

Heating head
The heating head may be dirty. Use the tampon or
bumf wipe the dust off the white ceramic piece. Be
careful not to use alcohol.
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8.14 Change fuses

Fuses seat

If the fuses worn out ，pull out the fuses

seat.

There are two fuses of 220V F3A.Change them and

Fuses

push the seat.

8.15 Troubleshooting Guide

Problems
Air in A(B)

Analyze

Suggestions

1. Air in tube or solution run out.

1. Priming or change pack.

2. The tube is built up so that liquid

2. Check the tube if it is jammed or

can’t move or move slowly.

leaks.

3.The air sensor is cover with

3. Clean the tube by special

albumen and make wrong signal.

cleanser or change component.

4．No electrode

4. Press ‘Pump Cal’ to Calibrate the
pump.
5.See “Air sensor’s maintenance”.

The calibration time of the
electrode is very long.

The stability of the test
results is not good.

1.The calibration time of new

1.Wait for 15 minutes & calibrate

electrode is longer than old one

again so that the electrode can be

because it needs to activate.

activated enough.

2. The electrode is worn-out.

2. Change new electrode.

1.Something in tube disturbs the

1.Wash the tube.

instrument.

2.Change the electrode.

2.The electrode is not good.

The life of very few electrodes is

Life of electrode is short.

short because the process of the
electrode is complex. It is natural.
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Electrodes potential
-4095-4095

The veracity of the test
results is not good.

1. The slope factor and intercept is

Calculate the slope factor and

not appropriate.

intercept to adjust the result .The

2. The slope drops down very

calculating method refers

much so that the result cause

to“OPERA۟OR MANUAL.”

offset.
3. Temperature of room changes
great.

Liquid in tube flow slowly
or
Stop.

1.The tube is built up.

1.Check the tube.

2.No electrode.

2.Put on electrode.

3.Leakage between electrode and

3.Change pump tube.

tie-in of electrode box.

4.Refer to “Service Manual” of “8.6

4.Pump tube is damaged.

Maintenance of tube”.

5.Tube leaks.

There is no sound or light
when
turn
on
the
instrument.

The power connector doesn’t meet

Reagent pack leaks.

1.۟he reagent pack don’t install

1.Install the reagent correctly.

well.

2.Change the Latex of the reagent

2.Latex of the reagent pack

pack interface.

Check the connector.

well to the socket.

interface wear and tear.
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Error message
Message

Mean

Suggested corrective action

According to

According to

Air in A(B)

“۟roubleshooting Guide”

“۟roubleshooting Guide”

Not Cal’d

The calibration of electrode

Calibrate again or change the

doesn’t pass. ۟he instrument

electrode.

can’t test sample.

Air in sample

Not enough sample or air in

Be careful not to mix air when

sample.

adding sample. Take the sample
away after “beep”.

No sample

If don’t detect sample in 15

Adding the sample again.

second, system will stop adding
sample and display this message.

Solution run out
Replace pack!

If any kind of reagent remains

Change a new one.

less than 5%, the system will
display the message ‘Solution
remain’ is a rude estimate, it is
taken count of the steps of the
motor.

When the system begins self

Air Sensor jam.
Please clean.

Maintaining the air sensor

testing, pump alignment first, the
air senor second. If the value
between air and liquid is near
(little

than

100)

system

will

display this message.
The correct code is “6666”

Code error
Rotary valve lost step!

In “service menu” press 6 to test if

Check whether the rotary cutting

the rotary valve work well. This

valve seal ring is squeezed or not

mean it is abnormal.

, which makes the valve can
not rotate.

Co2 calibration fails

The co2 slope is out of
range, or the difference
between the two calibration
values is too large to indicate
this

Check

the

reaction

fluid

pipeline for liquid, and if not,
check

the

reagent

pack

for

reaction fluid. Check for leakage
and blockage of reaction fluid
pump pipe. Whether the inlet of
the reaction tank is clogged, and
whether the stirring motor is in
action.
۟he correct code is “666”

Code error
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Rotary valve lost step!

In “service menu” press 6 to test if

Check whether the rotary cutting v

the rotary valve work well. This

alve seal ring is squeezed or not,

mean it is abnormal.

which makes the valve can
not rotate.

No card

No pack or no RFID card in pack

Prepare for a pack with RFID card

Card error

The kind of the pack is wrong

Change a right pack

Over 2 years

The pack is out of date

Change a pack during the period
of validity

Over 5 months

The pack is out of date

Change a pack during the period
of validity

Unmatchable

The agency of the pack doesn’t
match the machine
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Appendix A
Operating Parameters

Sample size
Sample type
Sample application
Diagnostic programs
Electronics
Display
Printout
Power requirements
Temperature
Humidity
Dimensions
Net Weight
Gross Weight

60-120uL
serum, urine ,whole Blood
syringe, sample cup, collection tube,capillary
user-controlled diagnostics, plain language
display
microprocessor-controlled
dot-matrix, 4lines, 16 characters per line
built-in, thermal paper roll printer,16-character width
110-220 V~, 50Hz (self-adjusting)
0.68 A max., 150 watts max.
room temperature, 10-30℃;
＜70﹪ relative humidity, non-condensing
(HxWxD) 455 X 275X 480 mm
6kg
11kg

Classifications
7
Safety category
Mode of operation
Protection classification
Explosion protection
Approvals

I
continuous operation
IP 20
the device is not designed for operation in
explosive environments.
ISO9001，ISO13485

Data subject to change without notice. Technical information is supplied for
general information purposes only
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Appendix B: Program flow chart

READY
PRINT

SAMPLE

OPERATION

MAINTENANCE

Program

SERVICE

Service Code：
6666

Print On/off
Last Result
Cal Result

Serum
Whole Blood
Urine
QC

Calibration
Priming
CO2 Cal
Change MBM
Change Pack
Change ID
SeeResults
Clean

QCB Target
Cancel Factors
Manual Factors
Auto Factors
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Normal Range
Slope Range
Valve Init Set
Motion Adj
Pump Cal Set
Sample Method
Barcode Set
Sleep Mode
Pack kind

Analysis MBM
Total Test
Parameters Set
Clear number
Air Sensor set
Time Set
Language
Service Code
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Appendix C
Correlation factor worksheet master
Note: you may use this page as a master for duplicating.
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